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“Are the Hawks legitimate threats to win the Eastern

Conference now?”
11:00 am February 13, 2010, by Michael Cunningham

Apparently he's no fan of Iso-Joe,

man.

Dallas–I asked the question, these guys answered at the Hall of Fame presser (where former

Hawks player/coach Richie Guerin was included among 19 finalists):

Bill Walton

“The Hawks have to make the leap forward that good teams sometimes accomplish but often fail at.

Their success will come when they understand that it’s about the team and it’s about ball

movement. Unless you have Michael Jordan or Kobe Bryant or LeBron James on your team, or . . .

one of the greatest of the greats, a select few in the history of basketball—unless you have one of

those guys you are not going to be able to win by playing off the dribble.”

‘Nique

“Oh, yeah. No question. The thing is it is OK for us to be the underdog. In the East they know this

Atlanta team is for real and we have a legitimate shot of beating anyone in the East. If you are

going to take us for granted going into the playoffs that is going to be a mistake.”

Magic Johnson

“The Hawks are the team that everybody doesn’t want to play because of the athletes, Joe

Johnson, Horford now has got his offense going I love his development. You look at the firepower

that Jamal brings from the bench, I’m enjoying watching him. What they must not do in the second
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that Jamal brings from the bench, I’m enjoying watching him. What they must not do in the second

half is slide. . . . (Now they must) tell us, ‘Have you grown?’ It has got to be in you. Show everybody

that you’ve grown, you learned from what happened in a seven-game series (vs. Boston), you

learned from what happened last year as well and now you want to take it to another level. Let’s

see that. Are you going to show us now?”

MC
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